
  

 

PREMIER BOXING CHAMPIONS ON SPIKE  
MEDIA CONFERENCE CALL TRANSCRIPT 

 
  

  
Kelly Swanson     
Thanks everybody for calling in. We're excited today to be on the phone talking about a really excellent show headlined by Antonio 
Tarver versus Steve Cunningham also featuring the bout between Marco Huck and Krzysztof Glowacki. We are going to start with 
Huck and Glowacki.  
  
This bout is promoted by DiBella Entertainment in association with Warriors Boxing and Huck Sports Promotions. I'm going to 
turn this call over to Lou DiBella to make the official introductions for the call. 
  
Lou DiBella          
Thank you Kelly. I'm thrilled to be promoting this terrific event at Prudential Center for another PBC on Spike show. The PBC on 
Spike shows have been terrific so far. It's a pleasure to be working with the Prudential Center. Sean Saadeh the Executive Vice 
President of Entertainment and Programming and his entire staff of the Prudential Center have been a pleasure to work with so far. 
This is the first major event I've ever worked with them on and it's been great so far. 
  
Once again great to be working with Spike their Senior Vice-President of Sports and Multi-Platform Programming is Jon Slusser. 
Their whole staff is great I've been very impressed with what Spike has done and with their on-air team I think is one of the best 
young energetic broadcast teams in boxing right now. Interestingly Antonio Tarver is part of that broadcast and he will be 
competing in the main event in a heavyweight bout against Steve "U.S.S." Cunningham in a bout that I think is going to be terrific 
for fans and a must win fight for both guys. 
                                                       
But before we get into the main event, tickets for event are priced at $150, $100, $70 and $45 not including service charges. They're 
available at Ticketmaster.com or charged by phone at 1-800-745-3000 or at any Ticketmaster outlet. They can also be purchased 
Prudential Center's box office. The Spike telecast and PBC off site telecast will begin at 9 pm both Eastern Time and Pacific Time. 
  
The opening bout is the terrific world championship cruiserweight battle between Marco "Captain" Huck who is 38-2-1 with 26 
KOs who's defending his supremacy of the cruiserweight division who's not only is he a champion but really at the moment he is 
the dominant cruiserweight in the world against Krzysztof Glowacki who is 24-0 with 15 KOs. This is the US debut for Glowacki 
and also for Huck. I think this is a really great bout for boxing fans. Huck is really the king of the cruiserweights right now. 
  
He's also campaigned at heavyweight where he's been able to compete effectively and he's got his hands full with an undefeated 
opponent. For both Krzysztof and Marco this is their first fight on US soil and is the first opportunity to be televised in front of a 
huge audience on a prime time American television. 
  
I'd like to ask the first question of both of them and I'll start with Krzysztof, how have you prepared for this opportunity and what 
does it mean for you to make this first major fight on US soil and tell us a little bit more about your feelings about fighting in 
America for the first time. Krzysztof first. 
  
Krzysztof Glowacki 
I am very happy to fight in the United States. I'm very thankful to my promoters who gave me the chance to do it but I also did it 
myself winning elimination fights. I just hope that on August 14 I'm going to win. I'm going to bring the title back to Poland and 
Poland will have the new World Champion. I am very motivated for this fight I trained a long time. There are no injuries I am 
completing healthy so a great motivation before August 14. 
  



Marco Huck          
I'm very happy this is my first time in America boxing. I'm very much looking forward to the fight in America. It's always been one 
of my biggest ambitions and career goals to fight over here and I've achieved pretty much everything that is in Europe. I also fought 
some Americans before and now I want to come over here to show the American people my skills over here and I'm just really 
looking forward and I'm excited for August 14. 
  
L. DiBella             
Thank you so much and I think this is great for boxing fans we get to see a fighter with quality of Marco Huck on PBC on Spike. 
Krzysztof is an undefeated hungry guy looking to bring the belt back to Poland. So I have a special thanks to Krzysztof's promoters 
Warriors Boxing and my friend Leon Margules and to all the people who are with Huck's promotional company. 
  
I'm going to open it up for a couple of questions for each guy. We're going to limit it to just to a couple of questions for each of 
these guys before we get on to the main event. So if you could please open it up for questions from the press. 
  
Q 
Marco you're coming in probably better known but again as is said this is your first fight in the United States you're fighting a 
younger undefeated guy who is a southpaw. Tell us what you think your advantages are in this fight? 
  
M. Huck  
My biggest advantage of all is I am Marco Huck. I have 13 title defenses against all the big names. I show them all what I am all 
about. He hasn't really got that much experience I hear that he's been talking himself up a bit lately. But a lot of people have done 
that before him and I will show him what the real deal actually is. 
  
Q                            
Okay and question for Krzysztof similarly. This is in my opinion a step up for you fighting a championship fighter more 
experienced as he said. Tell us what you think your advantages are in this fight? 
  
K. Glowacki          
Marco just said that he basically has won everything, I think this is my strength because he's got everything he wanted and I'm a 
more hungry a guy, a guy with bigger motivation versus the fighter who is basically achieved the maximum what he could achieve. 
So motivation and being hungry and hungrier will be a number one. 
  
Q                            
Marco, I just wanted to know how long has it been in plan to come to the United States and why he felt now was the right time to 
make that happen? 
  
M. Huck  
I have been wanting to fight in the US for over ten years to be honest the problem was that I didn't really have anyone by my side 
who could help me to achieve this dream. But now I found Lou DiBella whose experience is great and who can help me over here 
and help me with something that my former promoters weren't able to do. I said already that I achieved everything in my career so 
far and now I get to achieve my debut in the US and I'm looking forward to this fight and for a long run over here in the United 
States. 
  
Q 
Is there any concern about having not fought in nearly a year? 
  
M. Huck                
There are no concerns whatsoever. I just started sparring and I actually was a bit surprised myself how good it was going and how 
my sparring partner was sent flying to the floor. I'm just really looking forward to getting back into the ring. I'm so motivated my 
motivation is bigger than ever before even in my previous fights even when I wasn't that motivated I was still able to do what I have 
to do. I'm just looking forward to coming over here and do what I can do best. I really want to present myself to the American 
audience and I am convinced that I will have a popular style. 
  
Q 
Krzysztof is there any opponent that you feel has helped prepare you for this fight? 
  
K. Glowacki          
There's only one Marco Huck so I did not fight anybody who is close to the style and the problems that Marco brings to the ring. 
But I fought very good fighters. Every fighter I fought was there and this is kind of verification for me if I am the guy to be our next 
World Champion and I hope I am and this is the time. 
  



Q 
Marco you fought Alexander Povetkin arguably the top two or three heavyweights in the world and it was a draw. A lot of people 
think you beat him. How long are you going to be staying a cruiserweight? 
  
M. Huck                
Everybody knows that I actually won the fight against Povetkin. Povetkin himself actually came to me after the fight and told me 
that he never wants to see me again. My ambition has always been to fight the best and also to fight the best in the heavyweight 
division. Looking at the division right now and just the fight of Wilder against Molina was actually embarrassing to be honest. But 
yes I want to go back to the heavyweight division in the future and take over there as I did in the cruiserweight division. 
  
L. DiBella 
Well thank you very much. Thanks very much gentlemen. One thing that I want to make clear by both fighters on this call, there is 
only one Marco Huck. He's the dominant cruiserweight in the world he's the guy that has the ability to challenge for a heavyweight 
championship and he's going to be tested at the Prudential Center on PBC on Spike on August 14. I thank you both for joining us 
and look forward to seeing you in the states in the next few weeks. So thank you Marco thank you Krzysztof. 
  
Our main event of the evening features two guys who are really well known to boxing fans Antonio "Magic Man" Tarver is 31-6 
with 22 KOs and has worn a number of belts is now trying to fight his way to a shot at the heavyweight world championship and he 
has a very big obstacle in his way in Steve "U.S.S." Cunningham. Steve's record is 28-6 with 13 KOs but it's a deceptive record 
because many of those seven losses should have gone the other way in my view. 
  
Steve is a guy who's one of the highest character people in all of boxing one of the most well respected by his peers by the press by 
the media by the fans because of the type of guy he is. He's a family man, he's a man of faith and he's a guy that lays it all out in the 
ring. He's never been in a bad fight and he's never given anything but 110% and I'm proud to be able to promote a fight featuring 
Steve Cunningham. They will headline the evening in a 12-round heavyweight battle. 
  
This is a match that both fighters must win. This is a must win fight if they're going to continue at the highest levels of the 
heavyweight division Antonio and Steve don't have a margin for error here. The winner will move on to a huge opportunity and the 
loser of this bout it's a huge step back and maybe really the end of the line. So this is the kind of fight that figures to be a terrific 
match up and a must win fight that's a recipe for a great fight. 
  
Steve Cunningham   
Thanks for having me, it's a pleasure and honor to be here I'm working hard and going at it. 
  
L. DiBella 
Antonio Tarver is one of the biggest names in boxing for a long time. Antonio and I got to spend some time together because of the 
Rocky Balboa movie. He's an actor and he's a commentator for Spike now and one of the best in my view actually up and coming 
on air guys in boxing. Antonio I know you're looking forward to this opportunity and you want that shot at a heavyweight title but 
you got to get through Mr. Cunningham. What do you have to say about that? 
  
Antonio Tarver    
Well it's just like any fight I've had over the years. All of my fights have been huge fights. I can tell you I feel good going in. I've 
done the work. I haven't underestimated Steve Cunningham at all. I have a great deal of respect for the man. His story with his 
daughter is really outstanding. But unfortunately we in the hurt business and this is boxing at the highest level and it's all about 
opportunities. 
  
There's no fighter out there that has struggled and overcame like I have and it's those struggles that are going to carry me through 
this fight and beyond. I hear his story and it's heartfelt but the last three years of my life can't nobody even comprehend. That's what 
champions are made of. I truly believe God gives his toughest test to his strongest warriors and I've been tested and I've proven that 
I can go through and I can endure. 
  
So this fight is going to be about who wants it most and that's the bottom line because we both know how to pull our hands that's 
not a doubt. But it's going to come down to who want it most. He has a good distance, he's long, he's rangy and got good 
movement. He's an active fighter. But at the same time, the boxing match within this boxing match is going to be a fight. 
  
When the fight slows down, I'm going to be right there. I'm not going anywhere. He's going to have to knock me out to take this 
victory from me. That's the only way I'm going out there. 
  
That's the only way I'm losing is if I get knocked out because I'm in great shape. I'm ready to go. I know what this fight means to 
me, and the time is now. 
  



I wanted a big name guy so that I could really put my skill on display. Steve Cunningham gives me the opportunity. I know he 
wants this fight bad; we both do. There can only be one winner. 
  
I'm bringing it August 14. I'm ready to go.  my sparring is going well, my training camp is going well. I have a great trainer in 
Orlando Cuellar who's on the line as we speak. 
  
So we're just ready for August 14, and we're going to set the Prudential Center on fire. We know we've got some foreigners that are 
going to be coming over and they may bring a lot of fans. But we're going to bring the show. Don't miss the Magic Show on August 
14. 
  
Q 
Antonio, there are a lot of rumors that you're looking past Mr. Cunningham and to the next big fight. Can you please shed some 
light on that? 
  
A. Tarver 
No man, I'm not, I'm a veteran. I've been around the game forever and a day. I'm not ever going to be that naïve to look past a 
credible fighter like Steve Cunningham. That would be dumb of me. 
  
I'm not looking past him, but I'm a realist. I can see the future too. I'm a realist. I know what this fight means. I'm not looking past 
him. But I am looking through him. Straight through him. He's transparent. I'm looking straight through Steve Cunningham; yes. 
I'm not looking past him but I'm looking through him. 
  
Q 
Any predictions for this fight at all champ? 
  
A. Tarver               
You're going to see a well-conditioned Magic Man doing what he do best and that's winning. That's it. I mean I'm not going to have 
no predictions. I mean I know I've got my hands full. I'm going to have to bite down on that mouthpiece. I'm going to have to pull 
that cup up and I've going to have to dig to get Steve Cunningham out of there, man. 
  
I'm ready for that. I'm preparing for that war, a battle of attrition; it's going to be a hell of a fight. 
  
I predict that this fight can be a candidate for fight of the year because I know what it's going to have to take for me to get this 
victory. It's going to have to take the old Magic Man. I'm going to have to show you glimpses of the old Magic Man with the things 
that I'm able to do in the right. 
  
If it comes down to making adjustments, I'm going to be able to make those adjustments. If it comes down to getting inside and 
letting them rip, I'm going to be able to do that. If it comes down to making him miss and making him pay, I'm going to be able to 
do that. 
  
I just believe in my skill and my ability man, even at the late age of 46. It's just a blessing from God that I'm even still able to do it. 
  
So I'm walking through my destiny knowing that it's not an accident that I'm here today. It's not an accident that I had to go through 
what I had to go through to get here. 
  
This is a purpose and its destiny for me. Nothing is going to stop me. That's bottom line. I can't wait to see this shit unfold. 
  
I'm ready you and excited that I'm back on national network TV; that I'm back at the top of the game and everybody is going to be 
able to see for themselves. After August 14 there won't be no more doubt about what I can do and my capability at 46. 
  
My skills haven't eroded. My timing hasn't eroded. My speed hasn't eroded. I'm still here and that's what I want to show the world 
on August 14, that they slept on the wrong man; period. 
  
Q 
A lot of people have you as the underdog in this fight, and want to see a Tarver-Deontay Wilder fight? Can you stop all that from 
happening? 
  
S. Cunningham   
I've been getting counted out since I started challenging for a world title. I've been traveling to Europe fighting in Poland where 
nobody wants to go. Fighting in Germany, successfully defending my title numerous times, where nobody wants to go. South 
Africa, where nobody wants to go. I could care less about what anybody says. When I fought Marco Huck I was the five to one 



underdog and they threw the towel in on him in the last round. So I can care less about what anyone says. I've got to question 
myself to Antonio Tarver. He's speaking about his respect for me and there is respect for fighters regardless before and after the 
fight. 
  
But a lot of people who know fighters, they know that at a certain point in training camp a fighter is agitated, he's ready to fight, 
and it's time to fight. I've been at that point, so I'm ready to fight right now. 
  
He's trying to compare life woes. My daughter's struggle and the struggle he said he went through in the past three years. Look 
dude, you can keep all the woes. You can take my daughter's woes. You can take your woes. I don't want them. Nobody wants 
those woes. We can't compare that. I'm not into comparing life woes. 
  
Now you say your life was hard in the past three years and nobody could understand; nobody could fathom. Have you been driving 
that Bentley you bought after the Green fight? 
  
You've been driving in a Bentley. You understand what I'm saying. Have you made over $500,000 in the last three years? I haven't. 
I don't have a Bentley and beating you is going to get me that; you understand. 
  
So don't try to compare nothing that you've been through that will not stand up to a damn thing Steve Cunningham has been 
through in his whole career. 
  
A. Tarver               
With all due respect, I think you kind of misinterpreted what I was saying. I know we both got struggles and I respect that. And no, 
my struggles may not be personal like yours, family oriented, and I respect that too. 
  
But what I'm saying that the struggle that I had to overcome to get back to where I'm at right now today. After I got suspended, I 
can just talk all day about it. Losing my job; losing the opportunity to commentate in the Olympics; that meant a lot to me. 
  
S. Cunningham   
But listen, we can go all day. We could trade back and forth all day like baseball cards. You had troubles; I had troubles. 
  
A. Tarver 
No income. I didn't make no income. 
  
S. Cunningham   
We're going to get in the ring and match skills. I don't want to hear about your woes. I'm actually sick about talking about my 
daughter's situation because it's out there. 
  
A. Tarver               
But look dude, I'm just giving - I'm giving you the utmost respect on that because I'd understand if it was my daughter, I understand 
that's out of our control. 
  
S. Cunningham   
Well this is another question I have for you then. Where does all this utmost respect come from? A few years ago it was all, who 
are you. You're nobody. Come on man, let's keep it real. No Tarver, let's keep it real. 
  
A. Tarver 
I keep it real. 
  
S. Cunningham 
I'm not one of these smart-ass, trash talkers who can run they mouth and get themselves into some money. I fight to get my money, 
you understand? So you're that dude who runs his mouth so much. You're a professional mouth-runner. 
  
Yes you're a great fighter but then you're also a professional mouth-runner. I'm a professional fighter, period. You understand? I'm 
not jumping in the ring on August 14 to beat the hell out of Antonio Tarver. Do you understand? 
  
A. Tarver 
Hey, that's your mission. That's everybody's mission. But at the same time, I don't understand where you're coming from because 
I've been as quiet as I've ever been before a fight. I haven't really been digging at you about nothing. I'm giving you the utmost 
respect because I know you're a warrior. I know you're coming to win, and I know I've got my hands full. That's why I'm busting 
my ass in training camp. 
  



 
If you ask me, I think you're taking me lightly. You're overlooking me. How in the hell you going to break camp and go to Vegas 
and commentate, like you've got it easy. You feel me? I wouldn't break camp for you, but you going to break camp for me? Good 
luck August 14. 
  
S. Cunningham 
If you think me going to commentate for two days is breaking camp... 
  
A. Tarver               
You got a problem. You're out your rabbit ass mind. You going to fly to Vegas and think you going to beat me August 14, you 
crazy. You out your mind. You distracted. 
  
S. Cunningham   
I was ready to fight when they announced it. Do you understand me? 
  
A. Tarver               
You don't know what's coming at your ass August 14. You playing. 
  
S. Cunningham 
Distracted? There's no such thing as a distraction. 
  
A. Tarver 
You playing with it. I ain't Marco Huck. When I knocked Danny Green out, none of them clowns wanted to fight me. I ain't Marco 
Huck. 
  
S. Cunningham 
When you start looking like him in the 12th, then think about that. 
  
A. Tarver               
Whatever. Hey, enjoy your weekend in Vegas, bro. I'm going to be in camp. Putting on the fine touches - putting on the final 
touches to this great training camp I've had. 
  
S. Cunningham   
I'm going to enjoy it. I'm going to drink a beer. Man you going to be putting on final touches for a long time fat boy. 
  
A. Tarver 
Go to Vegas. 
  
S. Cunningham 
You need to be in camp for seven, eight, nine weeks. 
  
A. Tarver               
Ain't nothing fat about me. Ain't nothing fat about me, I'm just not a muscular toned guy. I knocked a lot of them out though. I've 
knocked a lot of muscular men out. Them the easiest muscles to box. 
  
S. Cunningham   
August 14. That's it. 
  
A. Tarver 
Muscles ain't never whipped me. I can't believe you so irate. 
  
S. Cunningham   
I'll see you August 14, my man. 
  
A. Tarver 
I ain't even did nothing psychological. I ain't even got to play the psychological game. Your mind is already gone. Your mind 
already blown. Just the thought of August 14, so it's going to be easy pickings. 
  
S. Cunningham 
There's no way in God's green earth you could ever, ever attack me psychologically. I'm a war tested as a veteran of this country. 
  



Q 
I don't know if you saw that fight, but tell me what you think at this point today, your advantages are over Steve given he's proven 
himself in the heavyweight and other divisions. 
  
A. Tarver               
I wouldn't say any advantage or anything. It's just going to be two men in there and we've got to fight. I stand on my experience. I 
stand on everything I've accomplished in boxing. And I'm saying, whatever goes on in the fight, I'm going to figure it out between 
the 12 rounds. That's what I'm saying. 
  
I'm going to figure it out and I'm going to do what I've got to do to get the win. That's all I'm saying. I've got the utmost respect for 
Steve and I keep saying that. Man this is one fight I don't even have to be mad or even have to have no personal feelings towards 
nobody. This is just a fight that we're in. It's a business. 
  
I'm not taking this personal, but I've got my work to do because I've got big dreams. 
  
Ain't nobody going to out-box me, period. The only way you're going to beat me is to knock me out and that's it. He got an 
opportunity to do that. That's it. We're going to fight and that's the bottom line. 
  
I ain't got to cut no weight. I'm feeling strong. I don't have the problems I had at light heavyweight. So I'm at my best and bringing 
it, period. 
  
I've got the best defense in the game so, how are you going to hit me? I see it coming a mile away. Come on man. 
  
The bottom line, I'm gone have to close my eyes for this guy to hit me because he ain't going to be able to hit me with that basic 
stuff. You ain't fighting no average fighter, you fighting an exceptional fighter dude. 
  
You ain't faced nobody like me. I don't care nothing about all them European you've fought. I'm the Magic Man. I've got a thousand 
tricks up my sleeve and you it ain't gone take but one to get your ass out of there, period. 
  
S. Cunningham   
You sound like you're getting yourself up for the fight right now. Like you're a hype man. 
  
A. Tarver               
I'm keeping it 100 with you Steve. I'm keeping it 100 with you boy. 
  
S. Cunningham   
Keep it 100 with me and let's have this out. 
  
A. Tarver               
All the rest of the those guys you fought are basic robotic standup fighters.  
  
Q 
Speak on Tarver as you see the more fights that you watch, what the apparent weaknesses of Antonio Tarver? 
  
S. Cunningham   
The strength of Antonio Tarver is steroid use. Weakness is his mouth. 
  
A. Tarver 
Now that's the most disrespectful thing. Because someone say you failed the test, that don't mean nothing. You can go to GNC and 
get whatever you want. It may not be NFS certified. 
  
But I spent my year. I did my time and that's it. That's behind me. That ain't got nothing to do with right now. You looking for 
excuses already. Ain't no steroids in my system bro. I don't need no steroids. Never have, period. 
  
S. Cunningham   
The question was for me, now let me get my time. 
  
A. Tarver               
So I just don't understand why you trying to shoot low. I can get off the phone man. I'll see you August 14. I ain't got time to go 
through this with you. 
  



S. Cunningham 
Bye. Bye. 
  
A. Tarver 
I ain't got time to do this with you. Because that stuff you talking is beneath me. 
  
S. Cunningham   
I'll see you in a few weeks, bro. See you. 
  
A. Tarver               
Beneath me. 
  
S. Cunningham Bye, hang up. 
  
Q 
Tarver, one question for you big man. Now, what's the strengths and weaknesses of Mr. Cunningham? 
  
A. Tarver               
Man his weakness is me. He fighting me. That's his weakness. He ain't got no weakness as far as boxing is concerned. He's a 
complete fighter. He has the heart, he has the durability; he's a strong fighter. He's going to be there to win but he's fighting me. 
That's the difference from everybody else he's ever fought, he's fighting me; period. A hungry, determined, focused Magic Man. 
  
S. Cunningham   
But how you hungry and you driving Bentleys? How you hungry and you making over $500,000 a year? I ain't see those numbers 
yet bro. 
  
A. Tarver 
I'm going to tell you because I'm not a prize fighter. I don't fight for the money, I fight for pride. I fight for the glory of the game. It 
ain't about no money. I make money. It ain't about that. It's about my name, it's about my history. 
  
This Hall of Fame run - this Hall of Fame run that I want to put the final chapter on my career. That's it. It's bigger than money 
Steve. It's bigger than money. 
  
Q 
Antonio, is there anyone in particular that you would want to face, higher than your ranking, if you beat Cunningham. 
  
A. Tarver               
I want to face Wilder and Klitschko. I ain't got nothing else to prove man. I'm going to prove it August 14. They know who I am. 
I've got five championships to my name. I don't have to prove nothing. They know who I am and they know when I'm ready to 
fight, I'm going to tough out for anybody. 
  
So I ain't got time to be fighting all these non-descript fighters. I ain't worried about ranked above me because my name carry 
weight. My name carry weight and that's it. 
  
Whatever I do on August 14, my next goal is to become the Heavyweight Champion because it ain't nobody on they resume that 
they've faced that can add up to my name and my credibility in the game of boxing. 
  
Not none of them guys that ain't never won anything in they whole career. So I rest my case. August 14 everybody can see where 
I'm at. After that I want to chop down one of these giants and that's it, period. 
  
Q 
Steve, can you tell the viewers honestly, what weaknesses do you see in Antonio Tarver that you think you can exploit on August 
14. 
  
S. Cunningham   
The good thing about fighting a guy like Tarver is you - if you think you see a weakness than you're fooling yourself. Like I said 
before in the beginning, respect is there most definitely. But fighting is fighting and getting prepared for a fight is mental and 
physical. 
  
So our banter back and forth, that's what fighters do also. But there's no way I would disrespect myself to sit there and say that's a 
weakness we're going to exploit on Tarver. We're going to beat him. You understand what I'm saying? 



  
I mean and his strengths, like he said, he's five time world champion. He's a Fall of Famer already. He's a great fighter. I think he's a 
great fighter. 
  
L. DiBella 
I've got to say, I've got a lot of these calls. And the last 20 minutes or so were about the chippiest I've ever heard. So I think we've 
got a war ahead of us in the right on August 14, PBC on Spike, 9:00 Eastern Time; 9:00 Pacific Time. Tickets for the event are 
priced at $150, $100, $70, $45. Ticketmaster.com, Ticketmaster outlets, Prudential Center. 
  
Hope to see you in Jersey. If we don't see you in Jersey, tune in to Spike and this is going to be a great card. Thanks everyone for 
joining us. See you on August 14. 
  
For more information visit www.premierboxingchampions.com, www.dbe1.com, www.PruCenter.com and 
www.spike.com/shows/premier-boxing-champions, follow on Twitter @PremierBoxing, @AntonioTarver, @USSCunningham, 
@Szpilka_Artur, @LouDiBella, @PruCenter, @SpikeTV and @SpikeSports and become a fan on Facebook at 
www.Facebook.com/PremierBoxing, www.Facebook.com/PruCenterand www.Facebook.com/Spike.  
  
CONTACTS: 
Swanson Communications: (202) 783-5500 
Michael Donahue, Premier Boxing Champions: (630) 441-8080 
Meredith Greenberg, DiBella Entertainment: (212) 947-2577 
David Schwarz, Spike TV: (212) 767-8639 
Kerry Graue, Prudential Center: (973) 757-6246 
Credentials: www.MagnaMedia.com 
  

  
  
  

  
  

  

 


